3D-circular surface curvature of spherule-based electrode for selective signaling and dynamic mobility of norepinephrine in living cells
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ABSTRACT: A highly sensitive protocol for signaling norepinephrine (NEP) in human fluids and neuronal cell line models should be established for clinical investigation of some neuronal diseases. A metal-free electrode catalyst was designed based on sulfur-doped carbon spheroidal surface (S-CSN) and employed as a transducing element for selective signaling of NEP in biological samples. The designed electrode of S-CSN features spherical construct and curvature surface to form spheroidal nanolayer with an average layer size of < 2 nm. The S-CSN shows surface topography of circular surface curvature with rugged surface texture, ridge end, and free open spaces between interlayers. The rich-space diversity surfaces offer forest electron transports and heavily target loads along with in-/out-plane circular spheres of the S-CSN surface. The active doping of the carbon-based electrode by S atoms creates an active transducing element with many active sites, strong binding to targeted molecules, facile diffusion of charges/molecules, long-term durability, and dense reactive exposure sites for signaling NEP at ultra-trace levels. S-CSN could be a sensitive and selective nanosensor for signaling NEP and establishing a sensing protocol with high stability and reproducibility. The sensory protocol based on S-CSN exhibits high sensitivity and selectivity with a low detection limit of 0.001 µM and a wide linear range of 0.01–0.8 µM. The in vitro sensory protocol of NEP secreted from living cells (neuronal cell line model) under stimulated agents possesses high sensitivity, low cytotoxicity, and high biocompatibility. These results confirm the successful establishment of NEP sensor in human blood samples and neuronal cells for clinical investigation.
1. Introduction

Norepinephrine (NEP), epinephrine (EPI), and dopamine (DA) are biogenic amines and regarded as monoamine neurotransmitters. Neurotransmitters play a significant role in various biological activities and function as signal transport elements in the brain and central nervous system.\(^1\)-\(^4\) The secretion of NEP from the adrenal gland usually increases under high-stress conditions, fighting, and any dangerous situation. This secretion increases the blood flow for muscles and brain as oxygen and glucose production support.\(^5\)-\(^8\) Moreover, NEP is used in treatment of diseases, such as hypertension, heart disease, diabetes, and anxiety.\(^1,\(^5,\(^7\) The fluctuation of NEP levels acts as a biomarker for neurological diseases, such as schizophrenia, Parkinson’s disease-, and Alzheimer’s disease.\(^9\)-\(^11\) In this regard, scholars have focused on establishing a highly sensitive protocol with long-term stability, on-site measurement, and high economic value for detection of NEP in human blood samples, brain slices, and living cells for clinical and neurological applications.

Controlled detection of NEP can be conducted using various analytical techniques, such as high-performance liquid chromatography,\(^12\) fluorescence microscopy,\(^13,14\) and electrochemistry.\(^3,15\)\(^16\) Most of these techniques are sensitive and selective but require sophisticated procedures, time-consuming process due to sampling preparation, highly expensive machines, and highly trained technician. Electrochemical techniques exhibit high sensitivity and selectivity, easy to use, and fast response and are suitable for in vivo and in vitro applications.\(^16\)-\(^18\) Thus, electrochemical NEP sensor/biosensor is widely used given its high selectivity in the presence of other interfering molecules.\(^3,15,16,19\) Several approaches based on the design of modified electrodes have been established for detection of NEP; these electrodes include functionalized MWCNTs with electrodeposited luteolin, poly trypan blue modified GCE, 5-amino-3’,4’-dimethyl-biphenyl-2-ol (5ADB), and ZnO/CNTs.\(^15,19,21\) The ITO-electrode modified with CN@NiO with novel broccoli-
shaped NiO was used for selective signaling of NEP in living cells. The designed electrode showed high sensitivity, good selectivity in the presence of potentially interfering species, high stability, and reproducibility.\(^3\)

The simple and controlled synthesis and construction of carbon-based materials as sensors and biosensor-based electrodes have attained a great interest.\(^4, 8, 22-24\) Various types of carbon-based materials have been used as working materials due to their good electrochemical properties, easy fabrication, and facile functionality; such materials include graphene, carbon nanotubes, fullerenes, diamond, carbon nanomaterials and their composites.\(^4, 8, 24-28\) Significant properties of large surface area, good mechanical stability, good conductivity, easy fabrication and functionalization, and composite formation within the metal and/or metal oxides have gained particular interest in various fields, such as biosensing, water treatment, and energy.\(^28-36\) Several approaches have been reported for enhancing the activity of carbon-based materials by doping the carbon chain by non-metal heteroatoms, such as boron (B), phosphorous (P), nitrogen (N), and sulfur (S).\(^4, 8, 22, 37-40\) Doping of S atoms in the carbon chain enhances the electrochemical activity. The mechanism of action remains unclear because the electronegativity of S (2.58) is close to C (2.55). Thus, the action of S atoms to the activity of carbon materials may be related to increased electron spin density and outer surface functionalization by sulfur groups.\(^41, 42\) The active interfacial surface based on the S-doped carbon offers a highly electrochemical surface with functionalized active sites, high molecular loading, and fast charge transport.\(^41, 42\) Therefore, the function of chemical components of S-doped carbon-based materials and surface topography of curvature, meso-grooves, vortices, ridge end, rugged surface, and nanoplates play key roles for establishing a highly sensitive sensory protocol for NEP detection.
Herein, spheroidal S-doped carbon-based materials were synthesized and employed for sensitive and selective signaling of NEP in human blood serum and a neuronal cell line model. S-CSN acts as a signaling transduction element of the electro-oxidation process on the electrode surface and exhibits fast response, low charge resistance, and numerous active centers. S-CSN has a spheroidal morphology with stocked nanolayers, rough surface texture, bundle surface meshes, ridge end with 3D orientation, S-doped graphitic carbon, and microporous network. Furthermore, the surface topography of meso-grooves, voids, protuberances, and interfaces running over the outer surface of electrodes is woven into tightly folded sensor surfaces. Therefore, S-CSN ascertains a highly active interfacial surface for facile diffusion of targeted molecules. NEP strongly binds to the S-CSN-surface and is oxidized with an active signaling transaction through a sensitive, selective, facile, stable, and reproducible protocol. Real monitoring of NEP in various sources, such as human blood serum and living cells (acted as a neuronal cell model), was conducted using the S-CSN-modified electrode (Scheme 1). The designed S-CSN-based nanosensor showed high sensitivity, good selectivity, high stability, durable reproducibility, low cytotoxicity, and high biocompatibility for in vitro detection of NEP.
2. Experimental section

2.1 Electrode synthesis and fabrication of 3D circular S-doped carbon spheroidal surfaces of S-CSN

2.1.1 Synthesized of 3D circular S-doped carbon spheroidal surfaces
Controlled formation of S-doped carbon-dense spherical aligned nanolayer (S-CSN) was conducted based on a simple hydrothermal treatment (HT) of hydrocarbons such as glucose and thiourea in the presence of capping agent F127. The synthesis procedure and condition were controlled as follows. Thiourea, α-D-glucose, Pluronic F-127, and distilled H2O were mixed with the following ratios 0.25:1:1:32.5 and 0.5:1:1:32.5. The solutions were sonicated for 1 h and stirred for 2 h. Samples 1 and 2 were transferred into 100 mL Teflon-lined autoclaves and supported at 180 °C for 24 h. After cooling, a black precipitate of S-CSNs was formed. The S-CSN materials were washed many times by water/ethanol and dried at 60 °C for 24 h. For complete carbonization, the S-CSN materials were calcined at 800 °C under N2 flow for 4 h with a step temperature increase of 5°C/min and named as S-CSN-1 and S-CSN-2.

2.2 Fabrication of 3D circular S-doped carbon spheroidal surfaces (S-CSN) as working materials
The electrode fabrication for sensing of NEP was assigned as follows: a) the material ink formation was prepared by diffusing 5 mg of S-CSN-1 and S-CSN-2 in 1 mL dis.H2O and further used for electrode modifications. b) The glassy carbon electrode cleaning (GCE): The GCE (diameter 3.0 mm) was cleaned by polishing the electrode surface to be like a mirror using 0.05 μM alumina slurry, then polished in diamond slurry. At every step the electrodes were washed by dis.H2O every sweep. After that, the electrode was sonicated in acetone and dis.H2O solution for 30 min. c) The multidimensional surface electrode of S-CSN was designed by formation of a thin layer at the
GCE-surface based on drop-casting of 20 µL of S-CSN-1, and S-CSN-2, then keep drying at room temperature. d) The designed electrode activation; the working electrodes were activated using continuous cyclic voltammetry sweeps for 10 cycles within the potential window of 0.0 - 1.8 V in 0.1 M PBS (pH = 7) at a scan rate of 100 mVs⁻¹.

2.3 Cytotoxicity

The cytotoxicity of S-CSN-1 on the PC12 cells was investigated using Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) assay. The PC12 cells (5×10⁵ cells/mL) were moved onto 96-well microplates and kept in the incubator at 37 °C under a 5% CO₂/95% air for 24 h. Then, various concentrations of S-CSN-1 were added (10 mL of 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 µg/ml), and incubated for 48 h. The CCK-8 solution (10 µL, 5 mg/mL) was added to each well, then incubated for 2-4 h. After that, the incubated cells were measured using a microplate reader at an absorbance of 450 nm.

2.4 Cell culture and in vitro study

Cell culture growth and passaging of PC12 cells. The cells of PC12 were passaged every 6-days and kept in the incubator under 5% CO₂ at 37 °C. The medium was changed two-times a week throughout the lifetime of all cultures. The medium was prepared as follow: a 50 mL fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 50 mL heat-inactivated serum were added to 500 mL of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM).

For PC12 cells visualization experiments using S-CSN-1; the 5×10⁵ cells/mL of PC12 cells were sowed in 6 well-plate for 24 h and kept in the incubator. The cells were stained by phalloidin 488(1/500 mL) in PBS for the F-actin staining, and were stained by 4', 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (1/1000 mL) in PBS for nuclear counter-staining for 5 min. Finally, the PC12 cell’s images were captured at ambient temperature using a confocal laser scanning microscopy (Leica TCS SPE5 X). PC12 cells were incubated with 20 µL of various concentrations of KCl (0–50 mM) to
study the effect of K\(^+\)-ions on the amount of NEP secreted. The solution was incubated in a humid chamber under 5% CO\(_2\) at 37 °C for 30 min and centrifuged. The supernatant was used to evaluate the liberation of NEP form PC12 cells.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 3D circular curvature surface design of S-doped CSN for selective monitoring of NEP

Scheme 1 shows the effective synthesis of the 3D-circular surface electrode based on S-CSN. The building of 3D circular surface of S-doped carbon-based electrode ascertains the modulation of highly active interfacial surfaces. The active surface modulation of multiple architectures, geometries, and a mixture of various heterogeneous constructs led to the formation of high loading and wide interactive surface. The variable geometries of 3D circular surface of S-CSN-based electrode conjugated with meso-grooves, juggled texture, and ridge end was designed. S-CSN generated a highly sensitive and selective nanosensor for screening of NEP with powerful molecular diffusion throughout out-/in- then up-/down-ward entrances and multiple discharge rates. Therefore, the geometry and chemical composition of S-CSN could be utilized to design a selective sensor for on-time sensing of NEP secreted from the neuronal cell line model.

3.2 Controlled formation of 3D circular S-doped carbon spheroidal surfaces

The controlled synthesis of 3D circular -CSNs was conducted using hydrothermal treatment (HT). The HT of carbohydrates led to the formation of carbon materials based on successive condensation, polymerization, and aromatization. Active doping of carbon materials with heteroatoms of S was conducted through one-pot method of carbon source (glucose) and S atom source (thiourea) at an elevated temperature of 180 °C for a long time of 24 h. The thiourea acted as the S-atom sources and shared the structural formation of the desired carbon material. Scheme
2 shows the controlled formation of porous carbon materials. The 3D circular shape formation similar to a stocked layer formation was obtained by adding the capping agent F127 as a soft template and as a directing agent. After calcination at 900 °C, F127 was removed and a porous carbon material was formed with a new spherical morphology (spheroidal structure). Various concentrations of thiourea were added to obtain two samples, namely, S-CSN-1, and S-CSN-2. For complete carbonization, the desired materials were annealed at 900 °C under N₂ flow at a raising temperature rate of 5 °C/min. The materials were placed in a desiccator until further use and labeled as S-CSN-1 and S-CSN-2.
Scheme 2: Schematic formation of the S-CSN within starting materials of glucose as carbon source, thiourea as S atoms source, and F127 as a directing agent. Within variation of the thiourea concentrations, two various materials were synthesized and named as S-CSN-1, and S-CSN-2.

The surface morphology of the prepared materials of 3D circular S-doped carbon spheroidal surfaces was investigated using field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) (Figure 1). Figure 1A shows the spherical morphology of S-CSN-2 with a stocked layer of S-doped carbon-based materials. The rough surface and the small particles around the spheres form a layer-by-layer structure as the action of F127 (Figure A-a). The 3D orientation and shape of S-CSN with a dense nanolayer of spherule structure were formed. Figure 1(A-b&A-c) shows the high focusing
SEM image at various positions and cross-sections of top-view (b) and side view (c) to confirm the formation of spheroidal surfaces with curvature structure and 3D orientation. The spheres are rough with ridge ends, confirming the predicted mechanism of the formation of spheroidal layer by layer similar to the deposition of layer-by-layer along one axis. The layer size range is too small (1–2 nm). The S-CSN-1 spherical construct is small and quite distorted to form a 3D circular orientation and formation of spheroids. The spheroidal formation like a rotation of layer-by-layer to form an ellipse around an axis (Figure 1B-a). The presence of F127 thiourea through the carbonization leads to the formation of curvature surface with dense spherical nanolayers. Figure 1(B-b& B-c) obtains the spheroidal stocked layer formation as the spherical growth of layer by layer construction with open spaces between layers. S-CSN-1 is formed by carbon layer deposition around one axis to form a spherical construct of carbon-based materials with open hole-like cavity with micro-/nano-/macro-pores and grooves. The surface texture is rough with a 3D curvature structure and ridges (Figure 1B-c). Focusing on the top-view of the formed spheroidal surface shows a fraction of layers formed with nano-grooves inside. The size of the layer ranges from 2 nm to 5 nm, and the full sphere size is 0.5 µm (Figure 1B-b). The atomic distribution of C, O, and S atoms on the surface of S-CSNs to obtain efficient carbonization was investigated using EDX-SEM. Figure 1(C-a–C-c) shows the EDX-SEM mapping of S-CSN-2 for C, O, and S atomic distribution. The homogeneous distributions of C, O, and S atoms on the surface of S-CSN-2 with 63.17% C, 31.96% O, and 4.87% S are presented. The atomic contents and homogeneous distribution of C, O, and S of S-CNS-1 were observed with various contents of %C (71.36), %O (25.58), and %S (3.06) (Figure S1[A-a–A-c]). The C and S contents in S-CSN-1 to S-CSN-2 vary and may influence the electrochemical activity.
Figure 1. A) FE-SEM-images of the S-CSN-2 with low magnification (a). b&c) High focusing FE-SEM-images on outer surface topography of S-CSN-2. B) The FE-SEM-image of S-CSN-1 at low magnification (a). b&c) High FE-SEM magnification, focusing on the surface texture and obtaining stocked layer-by-layer formation of 3D-circular surface curvature of S-CNS-1. C) EDX-SEM mapping of S-CSN-2 of C (a), C (b), and S (c).
Dark (DR)- and bright field (BF)-, scanning transmission electron microscopy (DF- and BF-STEM) were employed to confirm the ridged ends and curvature of the 3D spheroidal structure of S-CNS-1 (Figure 1[A-a–A-c]). Figure 1A-a& A-b confirms the spheroidal growth of nanolayers with ultrathin size and 3D -orientation of S-CSN-1. The bright-field (BF)-STEM confirms the spheroidal formation with rough surface texture, 3D curvature orientation, and weaved surface. The dense nanolayer, ridge ends, and U-undulation are presented in Figure 1A-c. Therefore, The S-CNS surface of the heterogeneous surface of ridge ends, rough surface texture, 3D curvature orientation was successfully designed for potential sensing and biosensing application. Figure 2B-a shows the HRTEM of S-CSN-2 and reveals the spheroidal surface with nano-porous construct and curvature surfaces. The surface ends are rough with ridged ends (Figure 2B-b). The spherical growth is similar to the deposition of a nanolayer around one axis to form spheroidal constructs and confirms the heterogeneous surface with ridge end, curvature, and rough surface.

The formation of porous carbon materials and the surface area of S-CNS-1 and S-CNS-2 were evaluated using N$_2$ adsorption isotherm. Figure 2C shows the N$_2$-adsorption isotherm of S-CNS-1 (violet line) and S-CNS-2 (green line). The N$_2$ adsorption behavior displays a typical type I isotherm, in which a sharp uptake at low P/P$_0$ (P/P$_0$ = 0.02) and high uptake at a high relative pressure (P/P$_0$ > 0.9) were observed. This behavior is related to the microporous network formation.$^{44-47}$ Figure 2D shows the NLDFT-pore distribution of S-CNS-1 (violet line) and S-CNS-2 (green line), confirming the N$_2$-adsorption data for the presence of microporous particles with pore size ranging from 1.5 nm to 2.2 nm. The surface areas (S$_{BET}$) of S-CNS-1 and S-CNS-2 are 612 and 164 m$^2$g$^{-1}$, respectively. These results illustrate the large surface area and microporous morphology of S-CNS-1. The 3D circular S-doped carbon spheroidal surface formation and the effect of S atoms on the graphitic nature were determined using Raman shift microscopy. Figure
S1B shows two Raman shift peaks of S-CSN-1 (violet line) and S-CSN-2 (green line), centered at 1350 and 1560 cm\(^{-1}\) for G and D bands, respectively. The presence of G band refers to the presence of sp\(^2\) hybridization (graphitic construction chain formation), while the D band refers to the distortion of the graphitic construct (sp\(^3\)-hybridization). The presence of S and O atoms in the graphitic carbon chain are indicated by the presence of D band and refers to the distortion of the sp\(^2\) hybridization. The I\(_D/I_G\) values of 0.89 and 0.94 for S-CSN-1 and S-CSN-2 confirm the degree of graphitic nature and distortion order.\(^{48,49}\) These results confirm the successful doping of S-atoms in the carbon-based material. In addition, the low I\(_D/I_G\) ratio for S-CNS-1 is related to the decrease in the O content, high carbon content, and the effect of S dopant. The carbonization conformations of S-CNS-1 and S-CNS-2 were investigated using WA-XRD. Figure S1C shows two WA-XRD broad peaks centered at 2\(\Theta\) = 29.65\(^\circ\) and 42\(^\circ\) for S-doped carbon materials. These peaks are related to the amorphous graphitic carbon formation. The presence of a peak at 2\(\Theta\) = 42\(^\circ\) indicates the distortion of the graphitic construct and supports the presence of heteroatoms, such as O and S, through the graphitic chain. The XPS analysis shows three peaks at around 166, 284.28, and 527 eV for S 2p, C 1s, and O 1s, indicating the chemical components of S-CNS (Figure S1D). The XPS spectra of S 2p (Figure S1F), C 1s (Figure S1E), and O 1s (Figure S1G) show the formation of carbon materials with active doping of S atoms (for additional details, see Supporting Information). The presence of C-SO\(_2\)-C, and C-S-C were confirmed by XPS-analysis of S 2p. Therefore, the active electrode surface of S-CNS displays strong binding and facile diffusion of NEP molecules as the presence of SO\(_x\) group at the outer surface. The designed nanosensor based on S-CNS has abundant active centers, microporous network, S incorporated to the carbon chain, rough surface texture, 3D spheroidal orientation, meso-grooves, and open networks, forming a highly interfacial electrode surface. The electrode surface topography and thickness were shown
by using AFM analysis (Scheme 1D). The AFM microscopic patterns showed that the fabricated S-CNS surface has a degree of roughness with multiple vacancies. The topographic image with rough and heterogeneous arrangements along the electrode surfaces indicates for multi-functional diffusion of NEP analytics.

Figure 2. A) BF (a) and DF-STEM images of S-CNS-1 (b&c). B) HRTEM images of S-CNS-2 with focusing on the spherule formation morphology (a) and focusing on the outer surface
topography (b). C) The N₂ adsorption isotherm of S-CSN-1 (violet line), and S-CSN-2 (green line). D) The NLDFT pore size distribution of S-CSN-1 (violet line), and S-CSN-2 (green line).

3.3 Catalytic activity and sensing property of S-CNSs

The catalytic activity of S-CNS-1- and S-CNS-2-modified electrodes and bare GCE was determined in [Fe(CN)₆]³⁻ solution by using cyclic voltammogram (CV) (Figure S2A). The S-CNS-1-modified electrode (Ia = 24.28 μA) obtains the highest catalytic activity and fastest charge transfer compared with the S-CNS-2-modified electrode (Ia = 16.02 μA) and bare GCE (Ia = 12.64 μA). This finding may refer to the effects of the topography, morphology, and chemical components of the designed electrode with rough curvature surface, high surface area, microporous construction, and efficient S content. In addition, the active catalytic surface areas are 0.005, 0.006, and 0.009 cm² for GCE, S-CNS-2-, and S-CNS-1-modified electrodes, respectively, as determined by applying the Randles–Sevick formula [for more details, see supporting information, Figure S2A]. These data support the high electrode surface area and the significant increase in the sensitivity and catalytic activity of the modified electrodes.

The surface charge transfer and electron diffusion activity of the modified electrode was further confirmed. Impedance microscopy (EIS) was conducted on S-CNS-2- and S-CNS-1-modified electrodes in 0.1 M PBS (pH = 7) holding 0.001 M [Fe(CN)₆]³⁻ (Figure S2B). The S-CSN-1-modified electrode shows the lowest semicircle and high diffusion line pathway compared with the S-CSN-2-modified electrode and GCE [for additional details, see supporting information, Figure S2B]. The S-CSN-1-modified electrode exhibits the lowest surface charge resistance and high electron diffusion. Figure S2C shows Zeta potential plot of S-CSN-1 in various pH values. The finding indicates that the overall charge onto the S-CSN-1 electrode surface is a negative
charge at pH 6.0-8.0 range. Therefore, the negatively charged surfaces enhance the binding events with NEB molecules, leading to high sensitivity and selectivity of the electrode. Thus, S-CSN-1 electrode provides good electrochemical activity in terms of fast charge transport, high electron diffusion, negative surface charge, and low charge distance pathway.

The sensing property of S-CNS-1- and S-CNS-2-modified electrodes and bare GCE for sensitive and selective signaling of NEP was determined using CV. The CV measurements illustrate the electrochemical oxidation-reduction peaks of NEP using various electrodes. As presented in Figure S2D, the oxidation–reduction peaks of 20 µM NEP were obtained for S-CNS-1- (violet line), S-CNS-2 (green line)-modified electrodes, and GCE (black line). Various anodic and cathodic current values and applied potential peak positions were observed as the electrode changed. The S-CNS-1-modified electrode displays higher NEP sensing property at low applied potential compared with the S-CNS-2-modified electrodes and GCE. The current values (I_a) of the anodic peaks are 33.29, 17.87, and 12.16 µA that recorded at applied potentials of 0.30, 0.33, and 0.494 V for S-CNS-1, S-CNS-2 and GCE, respectively. The S-CNS-1-modified electrode provides high sensitivity for signaling NEP at a low applied potential. These results may relate to a) the high surface area, b) porous construction, c) morphology of the spherical monolayer with open spaces in between, d) rough surface, and e) efficient S content. CV measurements were conducted with and without 20 µM NEP to confirm the active signaling of the S-CSN-1-modified electrode (Figure S2E). The redox peaks were observed with high catalytic current value and may be related to the oxidation–reduction of NEP with high sensitivity. Scheme 3 illustrates the design of sensitive NEP biosensor based on the S-CNS-modified electrode and presents the facile diffusion and binding through the porous network and activity centers. The liberated NEP form neuronal cell line was detected. As a result of the effect of stimulating agents, the increase in the
level of neurotransmitters in living cells is distinct. These results indicate that the S-CSN-1-modified electrode can be employed for sensitive signaling of NEP in various human samples for clinical applications.

**Scheme 3.** A) Porous construction of S-CSN-1 with micro-, and meso-pores distribution. B) Diffusion and binding of the NEP-molecules through the inner/outer surface for facile sensitive and selective sensor. The S-CSN-1 acts as the transducing elements for highly sensitive detection of NEP. C) At the electrode surface of S-CSN-1, the oxidation-reduction of NEP to QNEP and the reverse process with losing and accepting of $2e^-/2H^+$ was proceeded with fast charge transport, and low surface resistance.
3.4 Electrochemical set conditions of NEP on S-CSN-1-modified electrode

The CV profile was obtained at a scan rate of 100 mV/s in 0.1 M PBS with pH range of 5-8 to study the effect of electrolyte pH on NEP oxidation–reduction. Figure 3A demonstrates the effect of electrolyte pH on the current peaks of the anode oxidation and cathode reduction of NEP target. The optimum pH–catalytic current value was found at pH = 7, which is similar to the pH of human physiological fluids. Figure 3B (green scatter) shows the scattering plot of pH versus the anodic peak current. The fluctuation in the current value indicates the significant effect of pH. The applied potential position E(V) shifted to negative values with increasing pH. The negative shift in the potential suggests the key effect of H\(^+\) ions on the oxidation–reduction process of NEP on the S-CSN-1-modified electrode. The pH versus E(V) potential function shows a linear relationship according to the following equation of E(V)= 0.7 – 0.054 pH, \(R^2 = 0.99\) (Figure 3B [violet scattering]). The slope value is 54 mV, which is in agreement to the Nernst theoretical value of 59 mV. This finding suggests that the NEP redox mechanism follows 2e\(^-\)/2H\(^+\).\(^3,53-55\)

The surface interaction property of NEP on the S-CSN-1-modified electrode was illustrated using the performance of the NEP at varying scan rates. Figure 3C shows the CV measurements of 20 \(\mu\)M NEP at varying scan rates of 10–300 mVs\(^-1\) on the S-CSN-1-modified electrode. The anodic and cathodic current values increase with increasing scan rate from 10 mVs\(^-1\) to 300 mVs\(^-1\). By plotting the scan rate (mVs\(^-1\)) versus the anodic current (Ia) and cathodic current (Ic) (\(\mu\)A), linear relationships were obtained for both Ia and Ic, with the following equations: Ia (\(\mu\)A) = 8.12 + 0.3 \(v\) (mVs\(^-1\)), \(R^2 = 0.993\) (S/N = 3); and Ic (\(\mu\)A) = -2.56 - 0.119 \(v\) (mVs\(^-1\)), \(R^2 = 0.997\) (S/N = 3) (Figure 3D). Thus, the overall surface interaction process is adsorption controlled.\(^4,8,56-57\) Moreover, the surface components of S-CNS were composed of C-, S-, and O- atoms and formulated the following C-S-C, C-SO\(_2\)-C, and SO\(_x\) groups along the entire inner, and outer surfaces (see XPS-,
Raman shift and EDX-SEM mapping analysis. The functional S-active sites and groups induce the negative charge and increase the spine density at the outer surface, as evidenced from Zeta potential plot (Figure S2C). On the other hand, the NEP acid-base behavior in reaction media leads to the formation of protonated H₃NEP⁺, neutral H₂NEP, and anion HNEP⁻ groups. At physiological pH (pH = 7.4) condition, the H₃NEP⁺ constituents (at pKₐ = 8.64) are dominant, while the chance for the presence of anion form is negligibly considered. ⁵⁸

This finding indicates the formation of positively charged NEP in the solution. Therefore, the S-CNS-to-NEP interaction at the electrode surface would be strong due to the electrostatic binding between NEP-molecules and functional S-active sites and groups. The current peak intensity depends on the adsorbed NEP on the S-CSN-1 electrode surface. The total adsorbed NEP amount on the S-CSN-1 electrode surface was estimated by applying the Randles–Sevcik equation: ⁵⁹

\[ I_p = n - 2F2\Gamma \nu A/4RT, \]  

(1)

where A is the bare GCE surface area, n is the number of electrons transferred, \( \nu \) is the scan rate, F is the Faraday constant, T is the absolute temperature, R is the gas constant, and \( \Gamma \) is the total concentration of NEP on the S-CSN-1 electrode surface. The calculated \( \Gamma \) equals \( 27.2 \times 10^{-6} \) mole/cm².

The charge transfer coefficient (\( \alpha \)) and electron transfer rate constant (\( K_s \)) of the NEP redox reaction on the S-CSN-1-modified electrode surface can be obtained based on the relation of \( \log \nu \) versus the applied potential (E), within the scan rate range of 10–100 mVs⁻¹. The linear relationship of \( \log \nu \) vs \( E \) (V) was obtained with regression equations of \( E_a(V) = 0.306 + 0.009 \log \nu \) (V s⁻¹) \( (R^2 = 0.84) \) and \( E_c(V) = 0.326 - 0.012 \log \nu \) (V s⁻¹) \( (R^2 = 0.87) \). By applying Laviron’s theory, ⁶⁰

\[ \log k_a/k_c = \log \alpha/(1-\alpha) \]  

or \( (k_a/k_c) = \alpha/(1-\alpha) \)  

(2)
where $K_a$ is the slope of $E_a$ versus log $v$ and equal to $2.3RT/(1 - \alpha)nF$, and $K_c$ (the slope of $E_c$ vs log $v$) is $-2.3RT/\alpha nF$. Charge transfer coefficient ($\alpha$) was calculated to be 0.3 s.

The heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant ($K_s$) can be calculated (Laviron 1979) by applying this equation:

$$\log k_s = \alpha \log(1 - \alpha) + (1 - \alpha)\log\alpha - \log\frac{RT}{nFv} - \frac{\alpha(1-\alpha)nF\Delta E_p}{2.3RT}$$

(3)

where $\alpha$ is the charge transfer coefficient, $n$ is the number of electrons evolved in the reaction, $v$ is the scan rate, and $\Delta E_p$ is the anodic and cathodic peak separation potential. The $K_s$ value is 0.25 cms$^{-1}$. Therefore, the S-CSN-1-modified electrode exhibits efficient and high charge transfer between the electrolyte electrode interfaces. The nanosensor with topographical and morphological construction of 3D curvature, meso-grooves, ridge end, rugged surface texture, S-doped the carbon chain led to the formation of a highly active surface with facile molecular/electron diffusion, multi-diffusive centers, and high loading of NEP molecules.
Figure 3. A) CVs of pH-dependent monitoring assay of 20 µM NEP using S-CSN-1-modified electrode at various pH-values ranging from 5 to 8 at scan rate of 100 mVs⁻¹, under N₂ saturation. B) Linear-, and scatter- plots of the pH-values versus the anodic current (µA) (green scatter) and applied potential (E/V) (violet points). C) CVs of 20 µM NEP under various scan rates of 10-300 mVs⁻¹ in 0.1 M PBS (pH = 7) on S-CSN-1-modified electrode, and B) plot of scan rate (mVs⁻¹) vs corresponding anodic (Iₐ) and cathodic (Iₖ) currents (µA).
3.4 Sensitivity, selectivity, stability, and reproducibility of the S-CSN-1-modified electrode

The sensitive approach and the calibration curve of the S-CSN-1-modified electrode were determined using square wave voltammetry (SWV). The SWV electrochemical technique enabled the precision determination of NEP sensitivity at ultra-trace concentration. Figure 4A shows the SWV-measurements of various concentration of NEP from 0.01 to 100 µM (0.1 M PBS, pH = 7) by using the S-CSN-1-modified electrode. The sensitive current response was observed upon adding and increasing the concentrations of NEP. Figure 4B shows the calibration plot of NEP concentrations (µM) versus the current (µA) within the range of 0.01–0.8 µM. A linear relationship was obtained with following the equation of \( I (\mu A) = 0.76 + 11.54 [\text{NEP}] (\mu M) \), \( R^2 = 0.989 \) (S/N = 3). The limit of detection is 0.001 µM, with a wide linear range of 0.01–0.8 µM. The linearity was distorted at high concentrations of NEP possibly due to electrode saturation (Figure 4C). These results provide a highly sensitive protocol for signaling of NEP at ultra-trace levels with a wide linear range by using the S-CSN-1-modified electrode. S-CSN-1 provides highly sensitive detection of NEP with low detection limits and a wide linear range and thus could be a sensitive biosensor for clinical applications. The high sensitivity with a wide linear range of S-CSN-1 may relate to the morphology of spherical surface with rough contact surface, open carbon network of S dopant atoms, active functionalization of the active interfacial surface, high surface area, and microporous construction. Moreover, NEP molecules diffuse through the pores and binds strongly to the S-CSN-1 active sites, resulting in multi-diffusive electrode surface with fast charge transport.
Figure 4. A) SWV-measurements of the S-CSN-1-modified electrode at various concentrations of NEP (0.01-100 µM) were performed, its inset shows the SWV at low concentrations. B) Calibration plot of [NEP] (µM) (0.01 – 0.8) versus the current (µA). C) The plot of the whole concentration range of NEP (0.01 – 100 µM) versus the current (µA).

Electrode selectivity was studied as a function of potential interfering molecules such as ascorbic acid (AA), DA, EP, and uric acid (UA). These biomolecules are usually present in human body fluids and overlap with the NEP-oxidation peak. Figure S3 shows the column plot of NEP concentration and the concentrations of AA, UA, DA, and EPI. Meanwhile, no response of AA, UA is observed at the same detection level of NEP, while a small interfering effect is notified for DA, and EPI. These results provide highly selective biosensor for signaling NEP. The designed biosensor of S-CSN-1 showed the lowest detection limit compared with the other modified electrodes of various sensors (Table S1). In the view of electrode applicability, the low-cost fabrication and excellent features of the portable neurotransmitter sensor electrode are of interest.
In this regard, the S-CNS electrode was prepared by simple approach, low-cost material source, and sensitive behavior without needs of any treatment with strong acid/alkaline solutions. In addition, the S-CNS electrode is highly stable structural property (see Figure S4A). FE-SEM patterns show the structure stability of reusable S-CNS electrode after 200 cycles, despite the electro-polymerization of NEP at the electrode surface. Furthermore, the designed biosensor of S-CSN-1 showed high stability and good reproducibility, with RSD of 1.7 up to 5 samples and 5 electrodes [for additional details see supporting information, Figure S4 (B&C)].

3.7 Selective signaling of NEP in human blood serum and secreted from PC12 cells under-stimulation agent

The validity of the biosensor for real monitoring of NEP in human fluids, such as human blood serum, was determined. Various concentrations of NEP were spiked in 0.1 M PBS (pH= 7) holding 10 µL of human serum and measured by SWV technique (S/N = 3). Table S2 shows the recovery of NEP on the S-CSN-modified electrode. The high recovery of the spiked samples was obtained, ranging from 98% to 99.9%. These results confirm the suitability of the S-CSN-1-modified electrode for detection of NEP in human serum samples and can be employed for clinical application due to its fast response, high sensitivity, good selectivity, and promising economical value.

Successful detection of the levels of monoamine neurotransmitters (i.e., NEP) in the samples of human tissues (neuronal cells, and in the brain) is highly needed for investigation of some neurological diseases, such as schizophrenia. PC12 cells acted as the model of the nervous system cells. In vitro monitoring of NEP liberated from neuronal cells, such as PC12, was evaluated under various concentrations of stimulating agents, such as KCl solution. First, designing sensitive and
selective materials with high biocompatibility open the chance for cellular sensing application.

Thus, a laser scanning confocal microscopy of S-CSN within the cells after incubation for 4 h was conducted (Figure 5A-D). S-CSN and cells were evaluated by bright-field images. S-CSN surrounded the cell membrane of PC12 (Figure 5A). Moreover, the cells were stained by phalloidin for F-actin counterstaining and the nucleus was stained by DAPI. The merged image of the cells confirmed the S-CSN biocompatibility, as presented in Figure 5 B-D. The cell’s cytoplasm and nucleus are not affected by S-CSN and shrinkage on the cell membrane and change in the cell’s nucleus were not observed. These data confirm the high biocompatibility of S-CSN when incubated with PC12 cells. Therefore, S-CSN exhibits potential for further in vitro and in vivo studies.

The cytotoxicity of the materials was further confirmed. The cells were grown in 96 well-plate with a concentration of $4 \times 10^5$ cells/mL. Various concentrations of S-CSN (10-200 µg/mL) were incubated with the cells for 24 h by using Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) assays and measured by a microplate reader. Figure 5E shows the scatter of the concentrations of the materials versus cell viability. The plot configures the significant low cytotoxicity of S-CSN. The cells lose only 23% of its viability at a high concentration of 200 µg/mL and lost only less than 7% at 10 µg/mL. Thus, S-CSN exhibits low cytotoxicity and high biocompatibility within the living cells and has high applicability for monitoring NEP in living cells.

The in vitro monitoring and setting up of NEP biosensor protocol were performed using SWV under the optima conditions. The NEP secreted from PC12 cell was measured by taking the supernatants of $3 \times 10^6$ cells/mL PC12 and determined using the S-CSN-modified electrode. The PC12 cells were incubated with various concentrations of stimulating agents (0 – 50 mM KCl) for 30 min. Figure 5F shows the plot of KCl concentration (mM) versus the current (µA). To confirm
the sensitive detection of NEP using the S-CNS-1-modified electrode, the specific concentration of NEP secreted from PC12 (2x10^6 cells/mL) was confirmed by CV measurements. Figure 5G shows the CVs of various cells supernatant that incubated with various concentrations of KCl (10 – 50 mM) for 30 min. The column plot of KCl concentrations (mM) versus the responded current (µA) indicates the sensitive and selective detection of NEP secreted from living cells under K^+- stimulation (Figure 5H). The extracellular NEP was stimulated under the presence of K^+ ions. The key role of K^+-ions was determined by depolarization of the cell membrane and induction of the influx of Ca^{2+} and Na^+ to open the voltage-sensitive Na^+ and Ca^{2+} channels. \(^4,8,61-62\) The anodic current of NEP molecules secreted from the neuronal cell line model of PC12 depends on K^+ concentration. Therefore, the designed biosensor of S-CSN can selectively and sensitively detect NEP in living cells. Moreover, the designed biosensor of S-CSN can be employed for clinical application and early diagnosis of some neuronal diseases, such as schizophrenia. The proposed sensing protocol exhibits high sensitivity, selectivity, low cytotoxicity, and high biocompatibility.
Figure 5. (A-D) Confocal microscopy images recorded at an excitation wavelength of 405, and 488 nm DAPI, and phalloidin. A) Bright-field image of S-CSN-1 incubated with PC12 cells. B) Filamentous actin staining (phalloidin) of PC12 image. C) Merged image of nucleus and f-actin of PC12 upon incubation with S-CSN-1. D) Nucleus counter staining (DAPI) of PC12 cells image. F) Cytotoxicity assay of S-CSN-1 on the PC12 cell line with various concentrations (10 – 200 µg/mL) using a CCK-8 assay protocol and measured by a microplate reader at 450 nm. F) The
column plot of the [K⁺]/mM versus the secreted NEP from the PC12 cells (3x10⁶ cells/mL) using SWV-measurements in the range of 0 – 50 mM. G) CVs of cells supernatant incubated with various concentrations of KCl (10 –50 mM). F) The column plot of the [K⁺]/mM versus the secreted NEP from the PC12 cells (2x10⁶ cells/mL) using CV-measurements in the range of 10–50 mM.

4. Conclusion

This work developed NEP biosensor based on a metal-free electrode of 3D-circular surface curvature of spherule surface (S-CSN) that has high sensitivity and selectivity, fast response, and biocompatibility. S-CSN was designed based on the controlled spheroidal nanolayer formation. The 3D-circular surface curvature of spherule-based electrode was successfully fabricated from stacked layer-by-layer approach that orientated around one axis to form ellipsoid structure morphologies. The designed electrode surface showed 3D curvature surface, rough surface texture with ridge ends, and bundle surface meshes. The surface topography and morphology of S-CSN carried over the outer surface coverage of electrodes into tightly folded sensor surfaces. The S-CSN-based biosensor established a highly active interfacial surface for selective detection of NEP with fast electron transfer, long and circular molecular diffusion, low charge distance pathway, and strong binding to NEP molecules. S-CSN-1 provides a sensitive sensing protocol with high stability, good reproducibility, a low detection limit of 0.001 µM, and a wide linear range of 0.01–0.8 µM. The real monitoring of NEP in human blood serum with high recovery of up to 99.9% set up a readable sample based on the S-CSN-1-modified electrode. The sensing protocol could be an in vitro assay for signaling NEP from living cells. S-CSN-1 provides highly sensitive and selective
biosensor for signaling NEP in its resources and receptors with low cytotoxicity and high biocompatibility for clinical investigation of several neuronal diseases.
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Highly active biosensor design based on S-doped carbon spheroidal surface (S-CSN) for ultrasensitive monitoring of norepinephrine secreted from living cells (PC12). The S-CSN shows sensitive and selective nanosensor for in-vitro monitoring of NEP with high biocompatibility, low cytotoxicity, high stability, and good reproducibility.